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Resonance states in atoms or ions at low energies can control the rates of important plasma processes

(e.g., dielectronic recombination). We examine the role of states at negative energies just below the

ionization threshold of the recombined system and find that they can contribute as much, or more, to

recombination as positive energy states. In plasmas, negative energy states can be populated by three body

recombination, photorecombination, or continuum lowering. Properly including these negative energy

states in a theoretical treatment of plasma processes can change the thermally averaged rate coefficients

and, in some cases, removes much of the sensitivity to the energy of a state.
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Low energy resonance states of atoms or ions play an
important role in the total recombination rate in low tem-
perature plasmas. In photorecombination (dielectronic plus
radiative recombination), the rate is strongly enhanced at
resonances because the electron spends more time near the
positive ion. Low energy resonances can dominate the rate
coefficient in a cold plasma because these are the only
resonances that cold electrons can be captured into [1–3].
Such resonances are important in many astrophysical [4]
and terrestrial situations; some astrophysical examples
include x-ray photoionized active galactic nuclei [5] or
planetary nebulae [6]. Low energy resonances have been
observed in atomic scattering experiments. Schmidt et al.
[7] measured total recombination rate coefficients for
K-like and Ar-like Fe to be orders of magnitude larger
than commonly used archived data [8], with the differences
being due to resonances just above the ionization threshold
of the recombined system. Fogle et al. [9] found that the
recombination rate coefficient of O4þ at low temperatures
was dominated by a single resonance 60 meVabove thresh-
old. Schippers et al. experimentally found sensitivity to
low energy resonances in Mg8þ [10]. Reference [11] sum-
marizes the experimental status of recombination for
astrophysical applications.

Several atomic experimental papers have commented on
the sensitivity of low temperature rate coefficients to the
position of near threshold states and the problems they
pose for computed rates. The sensitivity can be illustrated
by considering a 0.5 eV plasma. Shifting a resonance with
a 0.01 eV width from 0.05 to 0.15 eV will not drastically
affect the recombination rate from this state because the
population of electrons at the higher energy is only de-
creased by �18%. However, shifting the resonance down
by 0.1 to �0:05 eV (i.e., 0.05 eV below threshold) com-
pletely removes it from participating in the dielectronic
recombination (DR) process. Figure 1 shows a physical
situation that demonstrates this problem; the DR of this
system and the sensitivity at low temperature was empha-
sized in Ref. [10]. The computed positions of the Mg7þ

1s22s2pð3PÞ7p and 7d states near the Mg8þ threshold are
shown.
Within the context of atomic experiments, positive

energy states can contribute strongly to DR but negative
energy states do not contribute at all. However, within the
context of plasmas, this distinction is not sharp. Free
electrons in an atomic experiment only populate positive
energy states because the electron densities are low and the
interaction times are short. The negative energy, Rydberg
population is generated through the interplay of three-body
recombination, electron-Rydberg collisions, and electron
impact ionization which are relatively slow processes for
storage rings. This is not true for astrophysical plasmas or
some laboratory plasmas which have sufficient time to
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FIG. 1 (color online). The temperature-independent contribu-
tion of the Mg7þ states to the DR rate coefficient, �r � ð2Jr þ
1Þ=½2ð2Jc þ 1Þ�½�R�A=ð�R þ �AÞ�, as a function of energy, Er,
relative to the ionization threshold. The energies were obtained
from the AUTOSTRUCTURE program shifting the core energies to
the NIST values. The squares show the resonances belonging to
the 2s2pð3PÞ7p configuration and the diamonds show the reso-
nances belonging to the 2s2pð3PÞ7d configuration. Resonances
belonging to the 2s2pð3PÞ7‘ configuration with ‘ � 3 are also in
this energy range but have a negligible strength.
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establish equilibrium between the positive and negative
energy states. Figure 2 shows the population of states as
a function of energy for Mg7þ in a 2.8 eV electron plasma
with densities of 104, 106, and 108 cm�3. Reference [10]
identified the temperature range of a photoionized plasma
relevant for this ion to be between 2–13 eV.[12,13] Thus,
the clear difference between positive and negative energy
states in atomic experiments is not present in plasmas: we
have found and show below that a compact state [14] just
below threshold can contribute as much, or more, to the
recombination rate as a state just above threshold. This
conclusion only depends on the distribution of negative
energy electrons and does not depend on how the negative
energy Rydberg states are populated, assuming external
fields or collisions with electrons and ions continually
remix the n‘ of the Rydberg states.

To our knowledge, all of the modeling codes that simu-
late atomic processes in plasmas exclude the non-Rydberg
states that are just below threshold, like those shown in
Fig. 1. Plasma modeling programs typically include radia-
tive recombination (a direct recombination process) from
continuum states, DR from positive energy resonances,
and spontaneous decay from bound states. These programs
also typically include collisional and radiative processes
that redistribute the population amongst different tightly
bound levels and between deeply bound states and
Rydberg states. However, there is a class of doubly excited
states that are compact but just below threshold that are
being excluded from modeling of DR in plasmas. For

example, astrophysical programs that model the fractional
abundance ofMg7þ will include the 2s2pn‘ deeply bound
states and the positive energy 2s2p7‘ states but do not
include the negative energy 2s2p7‘ states shown in Fig. 1.
Depending on the plasma density and temperature, there

are different paths for theMg8þ ion to temporarily capture
an electron into a high Rydberg state. Figure 2 shows the
electron energy population attached toMg7þ ions in differ-
ent density plasmas. One way to think of this figure is that
an electron’s energy in the plasma is not constant.
Collisions cause the energy to vary with a thermal distri-
bution; the negative energy population is a natural exten-
sion of the positive energy Maxwell-Boltmann
distribution. If the electron is in a Rydberg state with the
right energy and angular momentum, it can mix through
configuration interaction (CI) with a compact doubly ex-
cited state of Aq�1. These states typically have much larger
radiative decay rates than the Rydberg states. For example,
using the data of Fig. 1, Rydberg states of Mg7þ with
n� 76 will CI mix with the states at �0:15 eV; because
the compact state radiates more strongly than the Rydberg
state, the mixing allows the Rydberg state to radiate much
more quickly to the ground state. Thus, the presence of the
compact negative energy state greatly increases the radia-
tive decay rate of Rydberg states which stabilizes q� 1
ions that otherwise would have later been reionized by a
collision.
Wewill first examine the case where the compact doubly

excited state is mixed with Rydberg states of several n
manifolds and does not strongly perturb the population;
this sample case allows for a simple connection between
the treatment of positive and negative energy states. We use
atomic units except where explicitly stated otherwise.
When a single state is embedded in a continuum or
Rydberg series, Eq. (84) of Ref. [15] showed that the short
range S matrix has the property

1� jS11ðEÞj2 ¼ �R�A

ðE� ErÞ2 þ ½ð�R þ �AÞ=2�2
(1)

where Er is the energy of the compact state (which can be
positive or negative), �R is the radiative decay rate of the
state and �A is related to the CI coupling between the state
and the channel (it is the autoionization rate when Er > 0
and is related to the number of Rydberg states perturbed by
the state when Er < 0). The nonunitarity of the S matrix is
a result of treating the photon emission as a loss channel.
The important point is that this form does not depend on
whether Er is positive or negative.
If the resonance is at positive energy, the nonunitarity of

the S matrix can be used to obtain the energy averaged
collision rate coefficient for this resonance from a thermal
distribution

hv�i ¼
�
2�

T

�
3=2 2Jr þ 1

2ð2Jc þ 1Þ
�R�A

�R þ �A

e�Er=T (2)

FIG. 2. The Mg7þ relative population R ¼ expð�E=TÞ�ðEÞ
for negative energy and, R ¼ expð�E=TÞ at positive energy
for an electron temperature of 2.8 eV. The solid line is for a
density of 104 cm�3, the dashed line is for 106 cm�3, and the
dot-dashed line is for 108 cm�3. The population smoothly ex-
tends to negative energy, but has an initial decrease at negative
energy which becomes sharper with decreasing density. The
1s22s2n‘ Rydberg populations were calculated using the
ADAS204 code [17]. In this calculation, the DR rate coefficients

were taken from Ref. [19] and the rest of the radiative and
collisional rates were taken from semiclassical expressions.
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where T is the temperature (T � �R þ �A), Jr is the
angular momentum of the resonance, and Jc is the angular
momentum of the core; compare to Eq. (15) of Ref. [16]. If
the resonance is at negative energy, the probability to be in
an n manifold with total angular momentum Jr and core
electron(s) with angular momentum Jc is

Pðn; JrÞ ¼
�
2�

T

�
3=2 2Jr þ 1

2ð2Jc þ 1Þ expð�En=TÞ�ðEnÞ (3)

where En ¼ �Z2=ð2n2Þ is the energy of the n manifold
and �ðEnÞ is the Saha-Boltzman deviation factor [17]
which is the ratio of the actual electron distribution to a
purely thermal distribution. The function �ðEnÞ depends on
the plasma temperature and density. To get the photon
emission rate coefficient at negative energy, we use the
fact that Eq. (1) is the probability that a photon is emitted
during one interaction with the core and the fact that the
bound electron returns to the core once during every
Rydberg period � ¼ 2�=ð�E=�nÞ with the change in
energy given by �E=�n ¼ Enþ1=2 � En�1=2. Thus, the

photon emission rate coefficient from the negative energy
states is

hv�i ¼ X
n

�E=�n

2�
½1� jS11ðEnÞj2�Pðn; JrÞ (4)

which can be thought of as the extra contribution to the
recombination rate coefficient due to the state perturbing
the Rydberg series. This equation can be derived more
formally using Eqs. (84–86) of Ref. [15] and has an error
inversely proportional to n. When the energy width of the
perturbation extends over several n manifolds, the sum
over n can be simplified by converting to an integral over
energy

hv�i ’
�
2�

T

�
3=2 2Jr þ 1

2ð2Jc þ 1Þ
�R�A

�R þ �a

e�Er=T�ðEnÞ (5)

which is the same expression as that for when Er > 0
except for the factor of �ðEnÞ.

The treatment of the previous paragraph shows that the
photorecombination rate coefficient is a continuous func-
tion of the energy of the state, even at threshold. Thus, the
current theoretical and conceptual treatment of threshold
resonances can be substantially flawed when applied to
plasmas. To take the example from the second paragraph,
moving a resonance to below threshold does not remove
this state from participating in DR, and, in fact, the radia-
tive rate coefficient from the state might be greater just
below threshold. An important side benefit is that the
extreme sensitivity of the calculated rate coefficient to
the energy position of the resonance is reduced; now the
size of the error to the DR rate coefficient comes from the
change in the energy distribution with energy and density.

We have applied this simple formulation to the states in
Fig. 1 using the populations shown in Fig. 2. The results are
shown in Fig. 3. We performed the atomic calculation

using the AUTOSTRUCTURE code[16] with the thresholds
attached to the 2s2p and 2p2 cores shifted to the NIST
energies. The lines show the contribution only from posi-
tive energies. The solid line is from the experiment of
Ref. [10]. The dashed line is from the AUTOSTRUCTURE

calculation. If we artificially moved all of the resonances
between 0 and 70 meV down in energy by 90 meV to just
below threshold, we obtain the dash-dotted line which is a
substantially reduced DR rate coefficient for low tempera-
tures because the resonances that have been shifted to
negative energies no longer count for DR in the usual
calculation of DR rates. At a temperature of 1 eV there is
a factor of�4 suppression of the rate and at 2.8 eV there is
a factor of �2 suppression. Note the sensitivity of the
calculation: a shift in resonance energy of 2.5% of the
thermal energy gave a factor of 2 change in the DR rate.
Another important feature is that the realistic calculation
does not match the experimental rate at low temperatures.
At 2 eV, the experimental rate is a factor of �2:5 smaller
than our calculation. This illustrates how difficult it is to
reproduce the experimental rate coefficient when there are
near threshold resonances.
The main result on Fig. 3 are the symbols at tempera-

tures of 2.8 and 5 eV which show the recombination when
the negative energy states are included. The symbols are
for plasmas with a density of either 104 or 108 cm�3 and
for the calculation with the states at the correct energies
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FIG. 3 (color online). The radiative recombination rate coeffi-
cient as a function of the electron temperature. The lines only use
positive energy states: the solid (blue) line is from experiment
[10], the dashed (red) line is from the AUTOSTRUCTURE calcu-
lation described in the text, the dash-dotted (black) line is when
the positive energy states below 70 meVare shifted to just below
threshold. The symbols include the negative energy states. Open
symbols are for a density of 104 cm�3 and closed symbols are
for 108 cm�3. The diamonds are for the correct AUTOSTRUCTURE
calculation and the circles are when the positive energy states
below 70 meV are shifted to just below threshold. Because the
data for negative energy states varies little, some of the symbols
are not clearly visible.
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(diamonds) or with the resonances between 0 and 70 meV
shifted below threshold (circles). This figure demonstrates
the effect on the recombination rate coefficient when the
negative energy states of Fig. 1 are included. There are two
important features. The first is that the magnitude of the
DR rate has increased by a factor of �2 at 2.8 eV and a
factor of �1:6 at 5.0 eV compared to the calculation using
only the positive energy states that more nearly matches
the experiment (black dash-dotted line). This demonstrates
that the negative states can strongly affect the recombina-
tion rate in a plasma. The second important feature is that
the calculation with the correct energies and with shifted
energies gave very similar rates when the negative energy
states were included; this is in contrast with the calculation
that only used positive energy states which showed
extreme sensitivity to the energies of the states. This figure
shows that the atomic experiments which only probe
positive energies can miss a substantial part of the recom-
bination rate coefficient in plasmas for some cases.

The effect of weakly bound states on recombination has
already been seen although the general importance of the
observation was not noted. In Ref. [18], a measurement and
calculation of fluorescence in a neutral, ultracold plasma
consisting of cold electrons and Caþ ions found anomalous
dependence of the fluorescence on the density; the tem-
perature of the plasma was tens of K and the density was in
the range of 108–109 cm�3. The explanation given in
Ref. [18] was that the bound, compact 3d2 and 3d5s states
that perturb the 4snd Rydberg series were strongly con-
tributing to the fluorescence for some of the plasma
parameters.

A final point is that this idea presents a novel challenge
for atomic experiments. In recent years, several papers have
presented experimental results that have been suggested
to be the benchmark for DR (for example, Ref. [11]).
However, these experiments do not include the resonances
just below threshold so that in some situations the results are
not complete. New developments in atomic experiments
should be pursued to explore the role of these states. It is
also a challenge to plasma modelers to include this new
mechanism and investigate its full importance.

In summary, we have found that some negative energy
states, often neglected in the simulation of ion evolution in
plasmas, can have a strong effect on photorecombination
rate coefficients. We presented a simplified theoretical

treatment that shows that the sensitivity to computational
errors can be strongly reduced by including these states.
Also, we have given a compact expression for how a
resonance state can be included in plasma diagnostic pro-
grams. It should be possible to include the effect of these
states through minor modifications of current plasma simu-
lation programs. A general theory for incorporating the
interaction between states from different Rydberg series
seems to be more difficult but might not be important in
practice. The role of near threshold negative energy states
is not limited to dielectronic recombination and might be
important in other processes that occur in low temperature
plasmas.
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